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THE BASE: The design

A wood building must first of all be well designed. The engineer must be a wood specialist. The engineer must be present from the 
beginning of the process to assist the client and the design team in the selection of the appropriate materials in consideration of 
their structural and architectural properties and their influence on the total cost of the project. Douglas enjoys working with all 
stakeholders to reach the project objectives. 

THE RESULT: Optimisation

With the integrated design process, the specialised wood engineer can guide decisions and optimise construction details, giving each 
element its maximum contribution and minimising cost of supply and installation. Douglas treats each new project as a challenge 
and an opportunity to reach new heights. We use judgment, experience and technology for the design, calculation and production 
of Engineered Wood Products to make sure that our clients obtain the best suitable materials and components in their projects.

THE ADDED VALUE: Innovation

Douglas has always had the motivation to improve methods of construction, in an industry that has evolved very slowly. We work 
with the principal actors in the Canadian wood research community (FPInnovations, Cecobois, universities) and we have developed 
revolutionary products like the CLT2.0 and the Boxx300 working towards new systems to improve performance and cost. 

THE GUARANTEE: Experience

For more than 15 years, Douglas has been solving problems for clients with custom solutions to particular problems. It’s our passion! 
We have built a team of creative professionals who love to search and find the best solutions, strong, durable and economical. We 
helped prepare the Canadian CLT Design Guide, the Guide for the Construction of Tall Wood Buildings in Canada and many other 
studies, conferences, design courses and research programs in sustainable wood construction methods of the future.


